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Abstract 15 

We introduce a novel rainfall estimation algorithm with a random-forest machine-16 

learning method only from Infrared (IR) observations. As training data, we use nine-band 17 

brightness temperature (BT) observations obtained from IR radiometers on the third-18 

generation geostationary meteorological satellite (GEO) Himawari-8 and precipitation 19 

radar observations from the Global Precipitation Measurement core observatory. The 20 

Himawari-8 Rainfall estimation Algorithm (HRA) enables us to estimate rain rate with 21 

high spatial and temporal resolution (i.e., 0.04° every 10 min), covering the entire 22 

Himawari-8 observation area (i.e., 85° E–155° W, 60° S–60° N) based solely on satellite 23 

observations. We conducted a case analysis of the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event 24 

to compare rainfall estimation results of HRA and the near-real-time version of the 25 

Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP_NRT), which combines global rainfall 26 

estimation products with microwave and IR BT observations obtained from satellites. In 27 

this case, HRA could estimate heavy rainfall from warm-type precipitating clouds, 28 

although GSMaP_NRT could not estimate heavy rainfall when the microwave satellites 29 

were unavailable. Further, a statistical analysis showed that the warm-type heavy rain 30 

seen in the Asian monsoon region occurred frequently when the BT differences between 31 

the 6.9-μm and 7.3-μm of water vapor (WV) bands (ΔT6.9–7.3) were small. Himawari-32 

8 is the first GEO to include the 6.9-μm band which is sensitive to middle-to-upper 33 

tropospheric WV. An analysis for the weighting functions of the WV multibands revealed 34 
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that ΔT6.9–7.3 became small as WV amount in the middle-to-upper troposphere was 35 

small and there were optically thick cloud with the cloud top near the middle troposphere. 36 

Statistical analyses during boreal summer (August and September 2015 and July 2016) 37 

and boreal winter (December 2015 and January and February 2016) indicate that HRA 38 

has higher estimation accuracy for heavy rain from warm-type precipitating clouds than 39 

a conventional rain estimation method based on only one IR band. 40 

 41 
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1. Introduction 45 

Global rainfall observation datasets with high accuracy have played an important role 46 

in climatology and hydrology, especially from the point of view of disaster 47 

countermeasures. Satellite observations are the most suitable means to obtain global 48 

observation data. Rainfall estimations from satellite signatures were first made using 49 

infrared (IR) brightness temperature (BT) and visible (VIS) reflectances from cloud tops 50 

observed via geostationary meteorological satellites (GEOs) (Barrett 1970). 51 

Observational studies in the United States created a classical model of heavy rain from 52 

deep cumulonimbus clouds (Byers and Braham 1949).  53 

Based on this conceptual model, IR-radiometer-based rainfall estimation algorithms 54 

assume that deeper and colder clouds tend to cause heavier rain (Richards and Arkin 55 

1981). However, the estimation accuracy of IR-radiometer-based techniques is low for 56 

optically thin clouds, such as cloud anvils, due to the weak linkage between the cloud-57 

top temperature (CTT) and the precipitation (Adler et al. 1993). For more accurate and 58 

precise precipitation estimations, researchers have attempted to use microwave 59 

radiometer (MWR) signatures, which observe microwave emissions from liquid 60 

hydrometeors and scattering from ice particles. As compared to IR information obtained 61 

only from the cloud top, MWR algorithm can estimate the vertical structure inside the 62 

precipitating cloud (Arkin and Ardanuy 1989; Smith et al. 1998). 63 
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However, there are gaps in the overpasses of MWR satellites observation networks 64 

by low-Earth-orbiting satellites when more frequent rainfall outputs are required. The 65 

Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) uses two consecutive IR GEO 66 

observations at 1 h intervals to calculate the cloud-moving vector (Ushio et al. 2009). 67 

Using the moving vector, the rainfall observed by an MWR satellite is propagated along 68 

with the moving vector to interpolate the gaps in the MWR observation coverage. In 69 

addition to the cloud-moving vector, GSMaP applies a Kalman filter to the rainfall 70 

intensity after propagation along with the moving vector to update the intensity of the IR 71 

BT (GSMaP_MVK; Ushio et al. 2009). By combining MWR and IR, the global rainfall 72 

can be estimated from satellite observations at high frequency. 73 

The matching algorithms of MWR and IR have succeeded to a certain extent where 74 

deep convection or large organized convection dominates, such as over the tropical 75 

ocean or over continental North America. The MWRs provide the liquid water emission 76 

of lower frequency bands over the ocean. However, since it is difficult to utilize the liquid 77 

water emission over land, the MWR algorithm estimates rain rate mainly by scattering 78 

information of ice particles. Therefore, the MWR algorithm also assumes that deeper 79 

and colder clouds tend to cause heavier rain like the IR algorithm (Spencer 1984; 80 

Ferraro et al. 2005). Hamada et al. (2015) reported that the strongest rain was caused 81 

by the clouds with lower echo top height (ETH) rather than those with the highest ETH 82 

by utilizing the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM; Kummerow et al. 1998) 83 
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precipitation radar (PR). Sohn et al. (2013) reported that heavy rainfall over the Korean 84 

peninsula was mainly caused by the clouds with ETH lower than 8 km. The rain rate of 85 

this type heavy rainfall was comparable to that of heavy rain from the deep convective 86 

cloud seen in Oklahoma in the United States of America, although the ETH was 87 

obviously low. They referred to low-level clouds, which are associated with heavy rainfall, 88 

as warm-type clouds, and we use “warm-type” to indicate the same meaning in this study. 89 

Significant underestimations of the rainfall occurred in the coastal mountains in the Asian 90 

monsoon region when using the GSMaP MWR algorithm (Aonashi et al. 2009; Shige et 91 

al. 2009). Shige et al. (2013) reported that such heavy rainfall with low precipitation-top 92 

heights occurs due to orographically forced upward motion over coastal mountains 93 

where the convergence of large amounts of water vapor occurs constantly. An 94 

orographic–nonorographic rainfall classification scheme to identify orographic rainfall 95 

with low precipitation-top heights has been incorporated into the GSMaP MWR 96 

algorithm (Shige et al. 2013; Taniguchi et al. 2013; Shige et al. 2015; Yamamoto and 97 

Shige 2015; Yamamoto et al. 2017). Using this scheme, the rainfall estimation accuracy 98 

is improved over almost all Asian regions; however, the rainfall rate complemented with 99 

the IR algorithms in GSMaP still depends only on CTT information. The number of 100 

observation bands on the past GEOs has been very limited, as shown in Table 1, and 101 

GSMaP uses only one IR band, 10.8 μm. 102 
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As the performance of GEOs has improved in recent years, studies of rainfall 103 

estimations by GEOs have progressed. Upadhyaya and Ramsankaran (2016) proposed 104 

the multispectral rainfall algorithm using the Indian National Satellite System (INSAT). 105 

They succeeded in improving the estimation accuracy by incorporating topographical 106 

information into the empirical formula between the GEO-observed BT and the rain rate 107 

in all the climatic regions in India. However, the radiometer of INSAT has only three 108 

spectral bands, 8 km spatial resolution of IR and WV bands and 30 min temporal 109 

resolution.  110 

The problem of spatial resolution and number of observation bands of GEO was 111 

solved after the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG; Aminou 2002) satellite was 112 

launched in December 2005. The Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager 113 

(SEVIRI) sensor on MSG operates in 12 spectral bands: 3 VIS bands with a spatial 114 

resolution of 1 km and 8 IR and WV bands with a spatial resolution of 3 km. Roebeling 115 

and Holleman (2009) developed a rainfall estimation algorithm based on an empirical 116 

relation between the cloud physical properties estimated from MSG SEVIRI and the 117 

rainfall observed via weather radar in Europe. Bergès et al. (2010) built a neural network 118 

based on training data created from simultaneous observations of MSG SEVIRI and 119 

TRMM PR and estimated the rain probability and rain intensity in African regions. 120 

Kühnlein et al. (2014) provided a new rainfall retrieval technique using CTT, cloud phase, 121 

and cloud water path data retrieved from the MSG SEVIRI multiband observations in 122 
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Germany and the random-forest (RF) machine-learning algorithm. The RF method, 123 

originally proposed by Breiman (2001), is a highly accurate machine-learning algorithm 124 

that is able to deal with the multiband data from MSG. Rainfall estimations using other 125 

machine-learning methods have been attempted (Capacci and Conway 2005); however, 126 

the RF method can process a large number of inputs with substantially lower calculation 127 

costs compared with conventional methods. Tebbi and Haddad (2016) investigated the 128 

potential of cloud classification using high-resolution MSG SEVIRI images from northern 129 

Algeria. They estimated rainfall by using neural networks with MSG and rain gauge 130 

observations as training data. 131 

The above studies succeeded in estimating rainy areas, rain types, and rainfall rates 132 

from the multiband observations of MSG SEVIRI and succeeded in significantly 133 

improving the estimation accuracy compared with the conventional estimation method 134 

using GEOs. However, the analysis ranges of these studies are limited by the 135 

observational range of MSG SEVIRI (60° W–60° E) and that of ground-based radars (in 136 

Europe or Africa). Therefore, the objects of their analyses were primarily deep 137 

convective rainfall and frontal rainfall. The latest GEO, called Himawari-8, was launched 138 

in October 2014 and can observe most of the Asian monsoon region (85° E–155° W, 139 

60° S–60° N) with the nine IR bands of the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI), as shown 140 

in Table 1 (Bessho et al. 2016). Himawari-8 is the first GEO equipped with a 6.9-μm WV 141 

band, therefore it can obtain more detailed information on the WV distribution in the 142 
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middle-to-upper troposphere using three WV bands. Using the Himawari-8 143 

observational data, we can expect to obtain more detailed precipitation related 144 

information to analyze “warm-type” rain in the Asian monsoon region, as mention in 145 

Sohn et al. (2013). 146 

To investigate how the estimation accuracy of warm-type heavy rain improves when 147 

using the multiband IR of Himawari-8, we created high-frequency precipitation data by 148 

applying the RF machine-learning method to the multiband IR observations of Himawari-149 

8. This makes it possible to estimate the rainfall over the entire observation range of 150 

Himawari-8 (85° E–155° W) using the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM; Hou et 151 

al. 2014) satellite equipped with the Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR; Kojima 152 

et al. 2012) instead of the ground-based radar for machine learning. GPM was launched 153 

in February 2014 with a large orbital inclination angle of 65° and can observe a wide 154 

range from tropical to mid-latitude regions. We performed a case analysis of the Kanto–155 

Tohoku heavy rainfall event to validate the accuracy of the Himawari-8 Rainfall 156 

estimation Algorithm (HRA). In this case, it was difficult to estimate the rainfall using the 157 

GEO IR interpolation method of GSMaP because there was heavy rainfall from warm-158 

type precipitating clouds. This is why we chose this case. Further, we analyzed how the 159 

multiband IR including the newly available Himawari-8 6.9-μm WV band contributed to 160 

the estimation of warm-type heavy rain. This study aims to create homogeneous 161 
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daytime and nighttime rainfall estimation products; therefore, we use only IR multiband 162 

without VIS bands. 163 

 164 

2. Data 165 

The Himawari-8 AHI has 6 VIS, 9 IR and 1 near-IR bands; however, we used only 166 

the IR bands as shown in Table 1. Three bands in the WV absorption band (6.2, 6.9, 167 

and 7.3 μm) are available, while the single 6.6 μm band available in Japan Advanced 168 

Meteorological Imager (JAMI) of the Multi-functional Transport Satellite (MTSAT; JMA 169 

2003) series, which is a previous generation Japanese GEO. These three WV bands 170 

are sensitive to the middle-to-upper troposphere and enable us to estimate the vertical 171 

distribution of WV from the BT difference between 6.2, 6.9 and 7.3 μm bands. Six bands 172 

in the atmospheric window band (8.6, 9.6, 10.4, 11.2, 12.4, and 13.3 μm) are used to 173 

monitor IR radiation from cloud tops without WV interference. BT10.4 provides 174 

information about cloud top height (CTH). When a deep convective cloud reaches the 175 

tropopause, the BT difference between the WV bands and the atmospheric window 176 

bands is near zero because there is nearly no WV above the cloud. Therefore, ΔT7.3–177 

13.3 also provides information about CTH (Schmetz et al. 1997; Heinemann et al. 2001). 178 

Note that ΔT represents the BT difference between the two IR bands and the subscripts 179 

indicate the center wavelengths of the observation bands. The extinction coefficients for 180 

water in the atmospheric window band with longer wavelengths are larger than those 181 
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with shorter wavelengths in all the solid, liquid, and gaseous states. Therefore, the cloud 182 

water path (CWP) can be described as the BT differences of two atmospheric window 183 

bands, called IR split-window (SW) technique (Inoue et al. 1985; Lensky and Rosenfeld 184 

2003; Thies et al. 2008a). The original Himawari-8 standard data were provided by the 185 

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). The data were converted to latitude-longitude 186 

coordinates by the Center for Environmental Remote Sensing (CEReS), Chiba 187 

University, Japan. CEReS applied precise geometric corrections to the original 188 

Himawari-8 standard data to eliminate the very small deviations in the observational 189 

positions of the AHI for each observation wavelength band. Himawari-8 observes the IR 190 

radiance every 10 min and has 2 km × 2 km spatial resolution at sub-satellite points 191 

(Bessho et al. 2016). Wide range of Himawari-8 (85° E–155° W, 60° S–60° N) can cover 192 

most of the Asian monsoon area. 193 

The reliable rainfall observation data used for our machine-learning algorithm consist 194 

of near-surface rainfall observations of the GPM core observatory (Hou et al. 2014). The 195 

GPM core observatory carries the first space-borne DPR (Seto and Iguchi 2011; Kojima 196 

et al. 2012) including Ku and Ka bands (13.6 and 35.5 GHz, respectively). KuPR has 197 

greater sensitivity than TRMM PR owing to its higher transmitted peak power that 198 

achieves a minimum detection threshold of 0.3 mm h–1 (a corresponding reflectivity of 199 

~14.53 dBZ; Toyoshima et al. 2015; Hamada and Takayabu 2016). The KaPR 200 

observations are especially effective at weak rain and snow detection; however, the 201 
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cross-track swath width of KaPR is 120 km, which is approximately half of the swath 202 

width of KuPR (245 km). For our analysis period of one year, KaPR had difficulty 203 

collecting sufficient samples for simultaneous observations with the GEOs. Therefore, 204 

we used only observations from KuPR (product version 3) as training data. 205 

For comparison, we used GSMaP which estimates global precipitation with high 206 

temporal resolution by combining MWR and IR observations (Ushio et al. 2009). To fill 207 

the gap in MWR satellites observation network, the GSMaP estimates destination of the 208 

precipitating cloud observed by an MWR satellite by using cloud moving vector 209 

calculated from two successive GEO IR images. Additionally, the GSMaP applies a 210 

Kalman filter to the rainfall intensity after propagation along with the moving vector to 211 

make the intensity correspond to IR BT (GSMaP_MVK). GSMaP_NRT is another rainfall 212 

product for near-real-time requirements and has reduced data latency than 213 

GSMaP_MVK because the GSMaP_NRT can use only past time data. GSMaP_NRT is 214 

expected for rain disaster mitigation but is inferior to GSMaP_MVK in terms of accuracy 215 

because of the increased weight of supplementary products by GEOs. Therefore, the 216 

accuracy of GSMaP_NRT is expected to improve by using HRA with high temporal 217 

resolution; we used GSMaP_NRT in this study. The GSMaP_NRT datasets have 0.1° 218 

spatial resolution in the range between 60° N–60° S. The method to fill the gap in the 219 

GSMaP MWR network is based on CTH information obtained from only one IR band of 220 

GEO. We separated the data of GSMaP_NRT into MWR and IR estimations at the 221 
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time/place where the microwave satellite is available to investigate the accuracy 222 

difference of the one IR band algorithm of GSMaP_NRT and that of HRA with multiband 223 

IR. A product that is directly estimated from MWR (Aonashi et al. 2009; Shige et al. 2009; 224 

Kida et al. 2017) is called GSMaP_MWR, and a product that is estimated from GEO IR 225 

is called GSMaP_IR. For the separation of GSMaP_MWR and GSMaP_IR, we used a 226 

satellite flag provided by GSMaP. This satellite flag provides information on whether the 227 

GSMaP product is observed by MWR satellites or complemented by GEO IR. 228 

For the validation, we used the radar–Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition 229 

System (AMeDAS) composite, which is created from a composite of JMA operational 230 

radars calibrated by AMeDAS rain gage data (Makihara et al. 1996; Makihara 2000). 231 

The radar–AMeDAS composite covers the entire Japanese region with a temporal 232 

resolution of 10 min. All analyzes with this radar-AMeDAS as truth were performed in 233 

Japanese region (120–150° E, 20–50° N). The European Center for Medium-Range 234 

Weather Forecast (ECMWF) Interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011) was used 235 

to describe the atmospheric environment. In this study, we used the temperature, 236 

relative humidity and geopotential height data with a resolution of 0.125° × 0.125° every 237 

6 h. 238 

 239 

3. Methods 240 

3.1. Learning and estimating procedure 241 
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In Kühnlein et al. (2014), the RF method requires a stepwise scheme to estimate the 242 

rain rate because the relationship between the rain rate and the multiband BT is strongly 243 

nonlinear. Therefore, we used the stepwise scheme shown in Fig. 1. 244 

(i) Rain area detection: Only those pixels that are classified as cloudy by using 245 

Himawari-8 BT observations are considered. For the cloud mask, the algorithm 246 

developed and implemented by Cermak (2006) and Cermak and Bendix (2008) is 247 

applied. In this method, cloud-free areas are defined where three IR bands (BT8.6, 248 

BT10.4 and BT12.4). Since threshold depends on region and season, no fixed value 249 

can be used. Therefore, a procedure for the dynamic retrieval of a proper threshold 250 

was used with reference to above previous research. In this method, histograms of 251 

BT distribution are created as the simultaneous observation of Himawari-8 and GPM 252 

exceeds 250,000 pixels for each season and area. Considering the property that 253 

cloud-free pixels and cloud-contaminated pixels have peaks of observation frequency 254 

at different BT, we define threshold as a value that can best separate cloud-free pixels 255 

from cloud-contaminated pixels. Here, we defined the cloud area rather broadly so 256 

that actual clouds were not excluded. This procedure is performed to reduce the large 257 

amount of unnecessary cloud-free areas. 258 

(ii) Rain-type separation: Precipitating cloud pixels are classified into weak and strong 259 

rain pixels. 260 

(iii) Rain rate estimation: The rain rates of weak and strong rain pixels are estimated. 261 
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In these three steps, classification models (rain or no rain, weak or strong) and 262 

regression models are created as independent RF models and is executed stepwisely. 263 

There is no standard threshold for distinguishing between weak and strong rain in 264 

step (ii); therefore, we referred to Thies et al. (2008b). If rain rates observed by GPM 265 

KuPR are higher than 1.8 mm h-1, then the precipitation pixels are classified as strong, 266 

otherwise they are classified as weak. 267 

3.2. Preparation of training data and validation data 268 

To estimate rainfall using the RF method for the multiband IR observations of 269 

Himawari-8, we first collected simultaneous observations from Himawari-8 and GPM to 270 

construct our training dataset (Fig. 2). Owing to the different spatial resolution between 271 

Himawari-8 (about 2 km) and GPM (about 5.2 km), we used average BT of Himawari-8 272 

in each observation pixel of GPM KuPR. Because Himawari-8 scans every 10 min, we 273 

collected simultaneous Himawari-8 and GPM observations where the difference in the 274 

observation times between Himawari-8 and GPM was within 5 min. RF classification 275 

may perform poorly when learning from an extremely unbalanced dataset (Liu et al. 276 

2006) in the case when the rain samples accounts for approximately 20% of all samples, 277 

while only 30% of the rain samples correspond to the heavy rain class. Kühnlein et al. 278 

(2014) suggested a technique to address an imbalance in the ratio between the two 279 

classes. In this method, sample numbers are reduced by random selection so that the 280 

sample number in the large class does not exceed a certain ratio based on the sample 281 
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number of the small class. Since this method is for mitigating the imbalance of the 282 

number of samples between two classes with RF classification, it is not necessary for 283 

RF regression without class separation. Following this approach, we corrected the 284 

sample ratio between two classes by choosing samples randomly from each class at 285 

the fixed ratio shown in Table 2. The optimal class ratio parameters in Table 2 are the 286 

values when the classification accuracy is maximized. For validation of the technique, 287 

these simultaneous observational datasets are separated into two datasets by random 288 

selection: training (1 10⁄  of the entire dataset) and validation (9 10⁄  of the entire dataset). 289 

The ratio of 1:9 is based on the result of Kühnlein et al. (2014) who found that reducing 290 

the training data by one tenth of the original sample greatly improves the calculation 291 

speed but hardly decreases the estimation accuracy. Because the number of original 292 

samples used in this study is much larger than that used in the previous paper, we 293 

decided that a sample ratio of 1:9 would be sufficient to maintain the estimation accuracy. 294 

Each RF model is created using the training datasets, and the validation data were used 295 

to determine the above optimal class ratio parameters. The Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall 296 

event, which is used for the case study in Section 4, is removed from the training data. 297 

3.3. Random forest 298 

The basic mechanism of the RF method is first to create many classification and 299 

regression trees based on training data, and then to obtain the final prediction result by 300 

majority vote (classification, rain or no rain, weak or strong rain) or averaging 301 
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(regression; rain rate) of each tree (Breiman and Cutler 2013). The RF algorithm begins 302 

the random selection with the replacement of bootstrap samples from the learning 303 

samples, as shown in an example of the RF classification (Fig. 2). Next, when creating 304 

a tree from each bootstrap samples, a split is created at each node to separate two 305 

classes most appropriately. If the number of bootstrap samples created is 500, the final 306 

number of classification trees (ntree) is also 500, forming a forest. For example, if ntree 307 

= 500, and 400 trees predict rain and the remaining 100 trees predict no rain, the final 308 

prediction result will be rain. Once the classification trees are created, the classification 309 

result can be obtained at any time by inputting the observations of Himawari-8 into the 310 

RF model. In the case of estimating rain rate, a regression tree is created instead of the 311 

classification tree and the final prediction result is obtained by averaging prediction 312 

results of all regression trees (Breiman 2001). 313 

3.4. Tuning of RF models 314 

Before executing the RF model, adjustment of two parameters is necessary. The first 315 

parameter is ntree and an increase in the ntree leads to a decrease in estimation error 316 

but the computational load also increases (Breiman 2001). Kühnlein et al. (2014) have 317 

shown that 500 trees are sufficient to produce a stable rain/no rain classification and 318 

rain rate estimation. Following Kühnlein et al. (2014), we set ntree to 500 in all the RF 319 

models. 320 
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The second parameter is the total number of predictor variables (Q) and the number 321 

of predictor variables (P) randomly selected from the Q predictor variables. In the 322 

training process of the random forest method, only the training dataset is used. An out-323 

of-box (OOB) sample is used to calculate the estimation error when determining the 324 

optimum combination of the explanatory variables or the optimum value of P. The 325 

determination of P is made after the combination of the optimum explanatory variables 326 

has been decided. Because we determine the optimal hyper-parameter using a 327 

parameter sweep to minimize the estimation error, we believe that the influence of 328 

uncertainty due to this artificial choice is small. The method for determining a set of 329 

explanatory variables this study used is described later in Section 4.1. A sensitivity 330 

analysis was performed to determine the optimum value of P because the best value of 331 

P depends on the problem. The value of P was increased by 1 from P = 1 to P = Q with 332 

ntree = 500, and then the optimum value was determined based on the RF model with 333 

the highest estimation accuracy. The optimum value of P is determined using the method 334 

shown in Fig. 3. First, a different subset of roughly 2
3⁄  of the Himawari-8 and GPM 335 

match-up dataset is used to make each tree, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The remaining 1
3⁄  336 

of the dataset is not used for learning but is stored as the  OOB sample for testing 337 

(Breiman 2001). Because the OOB data contain the rainfall observation result of GPM 338 

KuPR, it is possible to calculate the estimation error by inputting the OOB data into the 339 

RF models created using each P. Therefore, the value of P leading to the smallest OOB 340 
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error is selected as the appropriate RF model. Ultimately, we chose the value of P for 341 

the rain/no rain classification as 4, the value for the rain-type classification as 5, and the 342 

value for the rain rate estimation as 6. 343 

As summarized in Table 1, the number of observation bands of Himawari-8 in the IR 344 

region was substantially increased from three in the past GEO to nine. To account for 345 

the two different IR band combinations, there are 9C2 = 
9!

2!(9−2)!
  = 36 combination 346 

bands and nine individual bands shown in Table 3. Therefore, to learn with a high level 347 

of accuracy with the smallest possible calculation cost, it is necessary to determine the 348 

optimal combination of explanatory variables. The importance of each explanatory 349 

variable is determined by using the same method in the case of determining parameter 350 

P. However, one difference is that a data string of a specific explanatory variable is 351 

sorted randomly in the OOB data to make synthetic OOB data. When the RF model is 352 

applied to these synthetic OOB data, the estimation accuracy is smaller than that of the 353 

original OOB data. If the decline rate of the estimation accuracy for these two OOB 354 

datasets is larger than that of any other variables, the explanatory variable is considered 355 

to be the most important. 356 

 357 

4. Results 358 

4.1. Selecting band information 359 
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Figure 4 shows the importance of the explanatory variables calculated during boreal 360 

summer (August / September 2015 / July 2016) from each stepwise scheme for rainfall-361 

rate assignment and shows the top five in the 9 single IR band and the 36 IR band 362 

combinations (Table 3) in descending order of importance. Horizontal axis of Fig. 4 363 

indicates classification error and route mean square error (RMSE) averaged over all tree 364 

when rainfall is estimated without a specific index. The rain area classification part (Fig. 365 

4a) and rain type classification part (Fig. 4b) show the classification error without BT10.4 366 

index is largest. This means BT10.4 is most important explanatory variable for rain area 367 

and rain type classification. On the other hand, for rain rate estimation in strong rain 368 

case, ΔT7.3–13.3 is the most important explanatory variable (Fig. 4d). Both BT10.4 and 369 

ΔT7.3–13.3 are indices on CTH, and the importance of CTH indices shown in Fig. 4 is 370 

consistent with previous studies (Schmetz et al. 1997; Heinemann et al. 2001). 371 

Therefore, this study could regard our importance of explanatory variables as reliable 372 

and used BT10.4 and ΔT7.3–13.3 as indices of CTH.  373 

Conversely, in Figs. 4b and 4d, the differences in importance between the four indices 374 

(ΔT8.6–10.4, ΔT10.4–12.4, ΔT6.9–7.3, and ΔT6.2–6.9) and CTH indices are smaller 375 

than those in Fig. 4a. Thies et al. (2008a) reported that the indices of ΔT8.6–10.8 and 376 

ΔT10.4–12.4 were effective for obtaining information concerning CWP. Therefore, we 377 

used ΔT8.6–10.4 and ΔT10.4–12.4 as indices of CWP. From the results in Figs. 4c and 378 

4d, it is seen that ΔT6.9–7.3 is the most important variable for estimating the weak rain 379 
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rate and is an important factor with ΔT7.3–13.3 of the CTH index for estimating the 380 

intensity of strong rain. The ΔT of the WV bands in the upper and middle troposphere 381 

using BT6.9 became possible for the first time by Himawari-8 and we used ΔT6.2–6.9 382 

and ΔT6.9–7.3 as indices for the WV vertical profile information. Given the above, we 383 

determined the optimal combination of the Himawari-8 observation bands and identified 384 

the explanatory variables for our machine-learning algorithm based on the results shown 385 

in Table 4. 386 

4.2. Verifying accuracy in the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event 387 

We compared the estimation results of HRA with the radar–AMeDAS rainfall for the case 388 

of the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event. The Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event was 389 

a heavy rainfall event where the accumulated rainfall for five days from September 7 to 390 

11, 2015, in the Kanto–Tohoku region (139.5° E–140° E, 36° N–38° N) of Japan 391 

exceeded 500 mm in total amount of rainfall. The Meteorological Research Institute 392 

(MRI) of JMA reported that this heavy rainfall event occurred because of a moist band 393 

of WV brought from Tropical Cyclone Etau west of Japan and Typhoon Vamco southeast 394 

of Japan (Disaster weather report of the MRI, 2015). Radar–AMeDAS observations 395 

showed extremely heavy rain within a very narrow band in the Kanto-Tohoku region 396 

(139.5° E –140° E, 36° N–38° N) (Fig. 5a). As indicators show the estimation accuracy 397 

of the rainfall, mean error (ME = bias), mean absolute error (MAE) and RMSE were 398 

calculated and are shown in Table 5. The results were calculated separately for the 399 
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extreme rainfall within the square dashed line in Fig. 5 (139–140.5° E, 34.5–39° N) and 400 

outside that region (137–145° E, 33–46° N). The Advanced Microwave Scanning 401 

Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) and Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A)/Microwave 402 

Humidity Sounder (MHS) of GSMaP_MWR were able to estimate the heavy rainfall band 403 

well, indicating the good performance of MWR in the right panel of Fig. 5b. The ME, 404 

MAE and RMSE of GSMaP_MWR for extreme rainfall calculated using radar–AMeDAS 405 

were −0.06 mm h−1, 3.10 mm h−1, and 6.03 mm h−1, respectively. However, GSMaP_IR 406 

could not estimate the heavy rainfall due to the lack of MWR observations in the left 407 

panel of Fig. 5b. The ME, MAE, and RMSE of GSMaP_IR for extreme rainfall were −2.70 408 

mm h−1, 2.75 mm h−1, and 6.67 mm h−1, respectively. It is concluded that GSMaP_IR 409 

has a systematic underestimation error for extreme rainfall because the result of 410 

GSMaP_IR shows that the value of |ME| is as large as the value of MAE. Conversely, 411 

the estimated rainfall intensity of HRA, shown in Fig. 5c, shows good agreement with 412 

the radar–AMeDAS result. The ME, MAE, and RMSE of HRA for extreme rainfall were 413 

−0.52 mm h−1, 1.69 mm h−1 and 3.47 mm h−1, respectively. To confirm the importance of 414 

the Himawari-8 multiband IR, we re-estimated the HRA results using only BT10.4 in the 415 

CTH information. Figure 5d shows that the HRA with only BT10.4 cannot estimate the 416 

heavy rainfall and it is very similar to the result of GSMaP_IR. The ME, MAE, and RMSE 417 

for extreme rainfall were -2.66 mm h−1, 2.71 mm h−1 and 6.03 mm h−1, respectively. The 418 
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RMSE was relatively small in the areas other than those with extreme rainfall, and the 419 

difference in the accuracy between GSMaP and HRA was small. 420 

We examined the ETH of the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event using GPM KuPR 421 

observations. Figure 6a indicates the radar–AMeDAS rain rate and the KuPR observing 422 

range (the gray-shaded region). It can be seen in Fig. 6b that the ETH defined by the 423 

threshold of 17 dBZ is abruptly lowered in the area south of 37.5° N and that the CTT 424 

indicated by BT10.4 increases toward the south side. However, the radar–AMeDAS rain 425 

rate is abruptly increased in the area south of 37.5° N. Figure 6b indicates that there 426 

was weak rain from clouds with ETH higher than approximately 4 km and that there was 427 

heavy rain from clouds with ETH lower than approximately 4 km.  428 

In this case, the indices of ETH and CTT does not correspond to the radar−AMeDAS 429 

rain rate; however, Figure 6c shows that the values of ΔT10.4–12.4 and ΔT6.9–7.3 (SW 430 

and WV indices respectively) have peak values near 37.0° N at the same location as 431 

the maximum value of the rain rate. Since variations in the other WV indices (ΔT6.2–432 

6.9, ΔT6.2–7.3, BT6.2, BT6.9, and BT7.3 shown in Fig. 6d) do not correspond to the 433 

radar−AMeDAS rain rate and rather behave similar to CTT in Fig. 6b, ΔT6.9–7.3 is 434 

considered to be a special index in WV indices. Figure 6e shows the vertical profile of 435 

the relative humidity (RH) and horizontal winds by ERA-Interim data, and there is a 436 

region with RH lower than 50% in the southerly wind region of the middle troposphere 437 

(higher than 600 hPa). The increase in ΔT6.9–7.3 corresponds to the decrease in RH 438 
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of the middle troposphere. In addition, as the RH of the middle troposphere declines, 439 

the convective instability indicated by the vertical gradient of the equivalent potential 440 

temperature (d𝜃𝑒/dz) of the lower troposphere (from 850 hPa to 500 hPa) increases. We 441 

speculate that the heavy rainfall from the warm-type precipitating clouds in the Kanto–442 

Tohoku rainfall event was also caused by a high convective instability due to the vertical 443 

WV gradient. 444 

The temporal variations in the Kanto–Tohoku rainfall event are indicated in Fig. 7. 445 

Figure 7a shows the radar–AMeDAS rain rate of the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event 446 

that accumulated from September 8 to 10, 2015. The rain rate in the Kanto–Tohoku area 447 

indicated by a square area in Fig. 7a (139.5° E–140° E, 36° N–38° N) rapidly increased 448 

after 00:00 GMT on September 9 and sustained a heavy rain rate for a long period from 449 

12:00 GMT to 18:00 GMT on September 9 (Fig. 7b). In Fig. 7b, variations of the rainfall 450 

intensity in Kanto−Tohoku area estimated from HRA shows good agreement with the 451 

radar–AMeDAS observations, and the correlation coefficient is 0.72 (Fig. 7b). The time 452 

series of the GSMaP_NRT rain intensity shows an extremely sharp increase and 453 

decrease. As the microwave observation passes, heavy rainfall can be estimated by 454 

GSMaP_MWR; however, in other time zones, the non-MWR observation (i.e. 455 

GSMaP_IR) rainfall intensity tended to be underestimated, and the correlation 456 

coefficient from GSMaP_IR only is 0.07. Considering the above results, HRA is more 457 

suitable than GSMaP_NRT to capture rapid changes in local heavy rainfall. 458 
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4.3. Statistical analysis 459 

Statistical analysis was performed to confirm whether the relationship among ΔT6.9–460 

7.3, RH, and heavy rain, as seen in the case of the Kanto–Tohoku rainfall event, can be 461 

observed in other cases. Figure 8a shows mean rainfall intensity as a function of 462 

ΔT10.4–12.4 versus ΔT6.9–7.3 for warm-type precipitating clouds with a CTT of 252 K 463 

higher. Mean rainfall intensity was calculated from the radar–AMeDAS composite and 464 

Himawari-8 simultaneous observations during boreal summer (August / September 465 

2015 / July 2016) over land near Japan (120-150° E, 20-50° N). As ΔT10.4–12.4 is small, 466 

the precipitating cloud is optically thick and the averaged rain rate is greater than 467 

approximately 6–9 mm h−1. Further, for such an optically thick raincloud, as ΔT6.9–7.3 468 

is small, the rain rate increases to approximately 25–30 mm h−1 or more. This result 469 

shows that the use of the optical thickness (ΔT10.4–12.4) and WV (ΔT6.9–7.3) 470 

information increases the estimation accuracy compared with using only CTT 471 

information. Similar results are obtained in the case of ΔT6.2–7.3 (Fig. 8b), which is 472 

slightly inferior in sensitivity to the middle-tropospheric WV compared with ΔT6.9–7.3. 473 

In Fig. 8b, maximum rainfall intensity as a function of ΔT6.2–7.3 does not reach 30 mm 474 

h−1. This result indicates that the index ΔT6.2–7.3 is less sensitive to rainfall intensity in 475 

warm-type precipitating cloud than that of ΔT6.9–7.3. In other WV indices ΔT6.2–6.9, 476 

BT6.2, BT6.9 and BT7.3, the rainfall intensity reaches at most approximately 20 mm h−1 477 
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and the performance for classifying heavy rain further decreases, as shown in Figs. 8c–478 

8f respectively.  479 

To investigate why ΔT6.9–7.3 has high sensitivity to rain intensity in warm-type 480 

precipitating clouds, we analyzed the atmospheric environment using ERA-Interim data. 481 

In Fig. 9, the convective instability d𝜃𝑒/dz of the lower troposphere (from 850 hPa to 500 482 

hPa) increases as the RH of the middle troposphere (from 650 hPa to 400 hPa) 483 

decreases, similar to the result in our case study of the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall 484 

event. The increases in ΔT6.9–7.3 from −3 K to 3 K correspond to the decrease in the 485 

RH in the middle troposphere. From these results, it was statistically suggested that 486 

ΔT6.9–7.3 detected the dry air in the middle troposphere and potentially unstable 487 

atmospheric condition. This seems to be the reason why ΔT6.9–7.3 has high sensitivity 488 

to rain intensity in warm-type precipitating clouds. Therefore, we conclude that SW and 489 

WV information are indispensable for detecting heavy rain from warm-type precipitating 490 

clouds. Considering that the WV band of conventional GEOs was focused only on WV 491 

in the upper troposphere, the newly added WV bands (BT6.9 and BT7.3) of Himawari-8 492 

succeeded in capturing the change in the vertical WV content of the middle troposphere. 493 

We compared the estimation accuracies of HRA and GSMaP_IR during the same 494 

period. Using radar–AMeDAS as a ground truth, Hit (H) indicates the number of pixels 495 

where the RF model can correctly estimate the observed rainfall. Here, the rain pixel 496 

indicates that the observed or estimated rain rate is greater than x mm h−1. False alarm 497 
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(F) indicates the number of pixels where the RF model erroneously estimated rainfall 498 

even though rain was not observed, and a miss (M) indicates the number of pixels where 499 

the observed rainfall could not be estimated by the RF model. On the basis of these 500 

elements, Threat score (TS) and Bias score (BS) are calculated as follows: 501 

TSx =
Hx

Hx + Fx + Mx
 ,               (1)   502 

BSx =
Hx + Fx

Hx + Mx
 ,                   (2)   503 

Figure 10 shows the TS ratio between GSMaP_NRT and HRA calculated with radar–504 

AMeDAS as truth during (a–c) boreal summer (August and September 2015 and July 505 

2016) and (d–f) boreal winter (December 2015 and January and February 2016). Figure 506 

11 is same as Fig. 10 but Bias score (BS) is shown. HRA showed higher TS than the 507 

GSMaP_IR in the case including all rain intensity and CTT. Additionally, we divided the 508 

result into three cases with rain rates greater than 1.0 mm h−1, 5.0 mm h−1, and 10.0 mm 509 

h−1. The TS difference for the warm rain case is larger than that for the cold rain case 510 

and this tendency is clearer in summer than in winter. The bias score results in Fig. 11 511 

also shows that the underestimation for warm-type rain is reduced with the HRA. The 512 

TS difference for the strong rain case (10 mm h−1) is relatively larger than that for the 513 

weak rain cases (5 mm h−1 or 1 mm h−1). Conversely, the TS for clouds with low CTT is 514 

clearly lower in winter than in summer regardless of rain intensity. This appears to be 515 

due to the difficulty in estimating the snow rate. These results suggest that the estimation 516 

accuracy of HRA is higher for heavy rain produced from warm-type precipitating clouds 517 
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in the Asian-monsoon region compared to conventional rainfall estimation methods 518 

based only on CTT. 519 

4.4 Weighting functions of Himawari-8 WV bands retrieved by RTTOV  520 

The results so far have shown that the index ΔT 6.9–7.3 is important for estimating 521 

warm-type heavy rain. Next, we performed a simple radiation analysis to investigate 522 

how ΔT6.9–7.3 is affected by the presence of clouds and by the WV amounts above 523 

the clouds. We used Radiative Transfer for TIROS Operational Vertical sounder 524 

(RTTOV: version 12.1) to calculate the weighting functions of the newly available 525 

Himawari-8 WV multiband. RTTOV is the fast radiative transfer model for TOVS and 526 

was developed at ECMWF in the early 1990s (Saunders et al. 2008) to simulate the 527 

satellite spectrum radiance of TOVS IR and MWR. We used the ERA-Interim 528 

reanalysis data for information on all the environmental field input to RTTOV during 529 

boreal summer (August and September 2015 and July 2016) over land near Japan 530 

(120–150° E, 20–50° E) as same as in the case of Fig. 8 in Section 4.3. To separately 531 

analyze the effects of clouds and WV, the radiation transfer calculation by RTTOV set 532 

up two types of environmental fields as shown below. 533 

(i) The composite WV and temperature profile averaged over all cases for precipitating 534 

clouds with a CTT lower than 252 K. 535 
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(ii) The composite WV and temperature profile averaged over all cases for warm-type 536 

precipitating clouds with a CTT of 252 K or higher, a ΔT10.4–12.4 of 0 K or higher, 537 

and a ΔT6.9–7.3 of 0 K or higher. 538 

Figure 12a shows the vertical profile of the composite RH for cases (i) and (ii). It is 539 

clear in the middle-to-upper troposphere (600–300 hPa) that the RH in the warm-type 540 

heavy rain case (ii) is smaller than that in case (i). To investigate how this difference in 541 

the vertical distribution of the RH affects ΔT6.9–7.3, the weighting functions of BT6.2, 542 

BT6.9, and BT7.3 were calculated in the clear sky case (cloud radiative effect 543 

removed). Figure 12b for case (i) shows that each WV band rapidly attenuates due to 544 

the large amount of WV and that the peaks of each weighting function are at the top of 545 

the troposphere. Conversely, Fig. 12c for case (ii) shows that each WV band reaches a 546 

relatively lower height and that each weighting function peak is lower. Table 6 shows 547 

the BT of each WV band calculated by RTTOV. Paying attention to the BT differences 548 

in the case of (ii) - (i) (clear sky), the attenuation of BT due to WV in the middle-to-549 

upper troposphere is the largest in case of BT6.2 and is the smallest in the case of 550 

BT7.3. Therefore, the large amount of WV in the middle-to-upper troposphere reduces 551 

ΔT6.9–7.3. 552 

 Next, we investigated the effect of warm-type clouds on ΔT6.9–7.3. When 553 

considering the influence of clouds, we need to pay attention to cloud emissivity 554 

spectral dependence. However, in this study we focused on the ΔT6.9–7.3 which is the 555 
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difference between the WV bands. Since the WV bands has significantly lower 556 

transmittance to cloud than the atmospheric window band (10.4-12.4 μm), we thought 557 

that the influence of cloud emissivity spectral dependence on ΔT6.9–7.3 was small. 558 

Therefore, we considered that the cloud height and the WV amount above clouds were 559 

the main cause of ΔT6.9–7.3 and above RTTOV analysis was performed with the 560 

cloud emissivity of 1.0. An optically thick (emissivity = 1.0) warm-type cloud was added 561 

to the case of (ii) below 500 hPa and the radiative transfer calculation was performed 562 

again. As shown in Fig. 11d, the weighting function of BT6.9 was greatly influenced by 563 

the added cloud and a highly intense peak developed at the cloud top. Looking at the 564 

BT differences in case (ii) (clear – cloudy) in Table 6, it can be seen that BT7.3 is 565 

greatly reduced when interrupted by an added cloud. These results indicate another 566 

cause for decreases in ΔT 6.9–7.3. To summarize, a small value of ΔT6.9–7.3 567 

indicates that the amount of WV in the middle-to-upper troposphere is small and that 568 

clouds have developed in the middle troposphere.  569 

The value of ΔT6.9–7.3 in case (ii) (cloudy – clear) shown in Table 6 is smaller than 570 

that in other cases, however, it does not have a positive value, unlike the observed 571 

value of ΔT6.9–7.3 shown in Fig. 8. The difference ΔT occurs due to the difference in 572 

the transmittance of the two IR bands for clouds or WV. Specifically, because the high 573 

transmittance (HT) band can receive IR radiation from lower altitudes, the observed BT 574 

becomes higher and generates a ΔT relative to the low transmittance (LT) band. 575 
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Therefore, in principle, ΔT10.4 (HT)–12.4 (LT) should have a value of zero or more 576 

(positive) and ΔT6.9 (LT) –7.3 (HT) should have a value of 0 or less (negative). 577 

Schmetz et al. (1997) reported that ΔT WV (LT) – IR (HT) usually only had a negative 578 

value under the standard tropospheric lapse rate; however, it had a positive value with 579 

a strong tropopause inversion layer. Hamada and Nishi (2010) reported that ΔT10.8 580 

(HT) –12.0 (LT) observed by MTSAT had a negative value even for clouds that is not 581 

reach the tropopause. Additionally they reported that the above phenomenon was 582 

primarily caused by the influence of the calibration error. It was found from Fig. 3 in 583 

Nishi et al. (2017) that, even though the calibration error was smaller than in the case 584 

of MTSAT, ΔT10.4 (HT) –12.4 (LT) still had a negative value even for Himawari-8. 585 

Some of the causes of the negative value of ΔT 10.4(HT) –12.4 (LT) and the positive 586 

value of ΔT6.9 (LT) –7.3 (HT) in this study are also thought to be calibration errors. 587 

Conversely, the opposite sign of ΔT in Fig. 8a occurs with strong rain. Therefore, we 588 

speculate that warm-type heavy rain may lead to the opposite sign of ΔT due to a 589 

small temperature inversion at the convective cloud top that is small enough not to be 590 

visible at the resolution of the reanalysis data in the RTTOV analysis. Note that the 591 

opposite sign of ΔT has a negligible impact on our observation-based rain estimates of 592 

HRA.  593 

 594 

5. Summary  595 
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The HRA method constructed a rainfall estimation product featuring high time and 596 

spatial resolutions of 10 min and 2 km, respectively, using the RF machine-learning 597 

method and multiband observations of a third-generation GEO, Himawari-8, and rain 598 

observation data obtained via KuPR on board the GPM core observatory as training 599 

data. To investigate how IR multiband observations contribute to the accuracy of rainfall 600 

estimation using Himawari-8, we conducted a case study of the September 2015 Kanto–601 

Tohoku heavy rainfall event in Japan. This case was a warm-type heavy rain in a 602 

potentially unstable condition. Himawari-8 rainfall product (HRA) was able to estimate 603 

detailed time variations in the rainfall at very high temporal resolution (every 10 min) 604 

when the GSMaP_NRT was not able to estimate the heavy rainfall in the Kanto area 605 

during the gap between the MWR overpasses under the same conditions, as shown in 606 

Fig. 7b. As a result of this case analysis, it was confirmed that HRA clearly has high 607 

precision for the extreme Kanto Tohoku heavy rain. In the summer statistical analysis, it 608 

was found that HRA could classify warm-type precipitating clouds into optically thick 609 

clouds with strong rain and optically thin clouds with weak rain, primarily using 610 

information concerning the optical thickness from the ΔT10.4–12.4 SW bands. Using 611 

the index of ΔT6.9–7.3 in addition to the SW band of ΔT10.4–12.4, HRA can judge 612 

whether the thick warm-type clouds resulted in heavy rain. Himawari-8 was the first GEO 613 

to include BT6.9 and is sensitive to WV at lower levels than MTSAT. Further, as a result 614 
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of the RTTOV calculations, it was found that the small value of ΔT6.9–7.3 suggested 615 

the existence of dry air in the upper-middle troposphere and developed low clouds. 616 

Research on rain estimations using GEO multiband observations has been 617 

conducted primarily in Europe based on MSG (e.g., Bergès et al. 2010; Kühnlein et al. 618 

2014). However, Himawari-8 is the first GEO with more than 10 bands in the Asian 619 

monsoon region and is the first GEO with 3 WV bands in the world. By developing 620 

HRA from Himawari-8, we found that an index using the WV multiband of ΔT6.9–7.3 621 

could effectively estimate warm-type heavy rain in the Asian monsoon region. Finally, 622 

we conclude that HRA has a higher estimation accuracy for heavy rain from warm-type 623 

precipitating clouds than a conventional rain estimation methods based on only one IR 624 

band. From these results, it is expected that using HRA will improve the estimation 625 

accuracy of global rainfall estimation by compensating for gaps in the microwave 626 

observation network. 627 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the stepwise scheme for rainfall rate assignment. 810 
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 813 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram for making an RF model for the rain/no rain classification. 814 
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 816 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for calculating OOB error.  817 

 818 
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 821 

Fig. 4. (a) Classification error averaged over all tree when classifying rainfall or 822 

no rainfall without a specific index. Here, a large error shown on the horizontal 823 

axis indicates that the index has a large influence on the classification accuracy. 824 

Similar to panel (a) but (b) for the classification of rain type, (c) route mean 825 

square error averaged over all tree for the estimation of the weak rain rate 826 

without a specific index. Similar to panel (c) but (d) for the estimation of the 827 

strong rain rate. ΔT represents the BT difference between the two IR channels, 828 

and the subscripts indicate the center wavelengths of the observation bands. 829 

 830 
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 832 

Fig. 5. Estimated rainfall results for the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event from (a) 833 

radar–AMeDAS and (b) GSMaP_NRT. The result at 16:00 GMT was complemented 834 

by GEO IR and that at 17:00 GMT was observed by MWR. The dashed line indicates 835 

the boundary of the two different MWR satellites. (c) HRA. (d) HRA but estimated 836 

without the SW and WV information shown in Table 3. The results of two consecutive 837 

observations are shown from left (16:00 GMT) to right (17:00 GMT). The dashed 838 

circular frame lines show the effective range of the ground-based radar. The square 839 

dashed line shows the region where extreme rain exists. 840 

 841 

  842 
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 843 

Fig. 6. (a) The top panel shows the radar–AMeDAS rain rate, and the gray shade 844 

indicates KuPR observation swath onboard GPM core observatory. (b) The blue 845 

line shows latitudinal variations in the ETH calculated by GPM KuPR, the red line 846 

shows BT10.4 observed by Himawari-8, and the black line shows the rainfall 847 

intensity observed by the radar–AMeDAS averaged longitudinally in the square 848 

area in panel (a). (c) Same as panel (b), but the blue line shows ΔT6.9–7.3 of the 849 

WV bands and the pink line shows ΔT10.4－12.4 of the SW channels. (d) Same as 850 

panel (b), but the blue and yellow dashed lines indicate ΔT6.2–6.9 and ΔT6.2–7.3, 851 

respectively. The black, red, and green lines indicate BT6.2, BT6.9, and BT7.3, 852 

respectively. (e) vertical profiles of RH and horizontal winds from ERA-Interim. The 853 

solid line indicates d𝜃𝑒/dz from 850 hPa to 500 hPa. All results are snapshots at the 854 

nearest time to 14:00 GMT when the GPM satellite passed over in its orbit. 855 

 856 
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 857 

Fig. 7. (a) Radar–AMeDAS rain intensity of the Kanto–Tohoku heavy rainfall event that 858 

accumulated from 12:00 on September 8 to 03:00 on September 10, 2015 (GMT). (b) Time 859 

series of the rainfall intensity averaged in the square area (139.5° E–140° E, 36° N–38° N) 860 

in panel (a). The black line represents observations from the ground-based radar, the green 861 

line represents estimated values from HRA, the blue line represents observed values from 862 

GSMaP_NRT, and the red dashed lines indicate times when the MWR satellites passed over 863 

the analysis region. 864 
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 865 

Fig. 8. Radar–AMeDAS rainfall intensity as a function of ΔT10.4–12.4 versus (a) 866 

ΔT6.9–7.3, (b) ΔT6.2–7.3, (c) ΔT6.2–6.9, (d) BT6.2, (e) BT6.9, and (f) BT7.3 for 867 

clouds with CTT greater than 252 K during boreal summer (August / September 868 

2015 / July 2016). 869 

 870 

 871 
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 873 

Fig. 9. Vertical profile of RH as a function of ΔT6.9–7.3 calculated by using 874 

simultaneous observations of Himawari-8 and ERA-Interim during boreal summer 875 

(August and September 2015 and July 2016) near Japan (130° E–150° E, 30°N–876 

50° N). This result is only from precipitating clouds with BT10.4 greater than 252 K 877 

and ΔT10.4–12.4 less than 3 K. The solid line indicates d𝜃𝑒/dz from 850 hPa to 500 878 

hPa. 879 

 880 
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 882 

Fig. 10. TS calculated with radar–AMeDAS as truth during (a-c) boreal summer 883 

(August / September 2015 / July 2016) and (d-f) boreal winter (December 2015 884 

and January and February 2016). The red lines indicate the TS of HRA, and the 885 

green lines indicate the TS of GSMaP_IR. The horizontal axis indicates that TS is 886 

calculated only from clouds with CTT higher than the threshold. The results were 887 

calculated with rain rates greater than 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0 mm h−1, respectively. 888 
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 889 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but BS is calculated. 890 
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 897 

Fig. 12. (a) composite RH vertical profile calculated by ERA-Interim reanalysis data 898 

during boreal summer (August and September 2015 and July 2016) over land near 899 

Japan (120-150 ° E, 20–50 ° E). (i) In all cases for precipitating clouds with CTT 900 

lower than 252 K, (ii) in all cases for warm-type precipitating clouds with a CTT of 901 

252 K higher and ΔT10.4–12.4 of 0 K higher and ΔT6.9–7.3 of 0K higher. (b)-(d) 902 

The weighting function of BT6.2, BT6.9 and BT7.3 calculated by RTTOV with WV 903 

and temperature profile obtained by the ERA-Interim reanalysis data. (b) in the case 904 

of (i) without cloud effects, (c) in the case of (ii) without cloud effects and (d) in the 905 

case of (ii) with cloud effects. 906 
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Table 5. Results of accuracy indicators for four type of satellite rainfall estimation 944 

data. These indicators are calculated by comparing each satellite estimation result 945 

with the radar-AMeDAS observations for the case of Kanto-Tohoku heavy rainfall 946 

event. The results of GSMaP_MWR and HRA are calculated on 17:00 GMT and that 947 

of GSMaP_IR is calculated on 16:00 GMT September 9. For the HRA, accuracy 948 

indicators were also calculated on 16:00 GMT but the value change was very small. 949 

Results were calculated separately for the case of extreme rain within the square 950 

dashed line in Fig. 5 (139° E–140.5° E, 34.5° N–39° N) and the outside region 951 

(137°E–145° E, 33° N–46° N). 952 
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Table 6. BT6.2, BT6.9 and BT7.3 calculated by RTTOV by using ERA-Interim 967 

reanalysis data during boreal summer (August and September 2015 and July 2016) 968 

over land near Japan (120–150 ° E, 20–50 ° E). (i) In all cases for precipitating 969 

clouds with CTT lower than 252 K, (ii) in all cases for warm-type precipitating clouds 970 

with a CTT of 252 K higher and ΔT10.4–12.4 of 0 K higher and ΔT6.9–7.3 of 0K 971 

higher. Clear means without cloud effects and cloudy mean with cloud effects. 972 
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